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Is the method:

 Valid
 It should assess what you really want to measure.

 Reliable
 Criteria and marking schemes should be clear, so that different tutors 

should arrive at the same result.

 Transparent
 Is it clear what is being assessed and how judgements are being made?

 Fair
 Learners should have an equal chance to succeed, even if their experiences 

are not identical. Literacy, numeracy, ICT, bilingualism or cultural aspects 
should be taken into account. Learners should also consider the assessment 
fair.

 Equitable
 It should not disadvantage any learner or group. Using a range of 

assessment methods will help.

 Formative
 It should enable the learner to review progress and plan further learning.

 Timely
 It should give early opportunities for rehearsal and feedback.

 Authentic
 You need to be certain that it is the learner’s own work that you are 

assessing.

Assessment checklist  
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Giving constructive feedback 

 Keep the time short between performance and feedback; where possible 
give immediate feedback.

 Take account of the feelings of learners.

 Encourage learners to evaluate themselves. Help learners to identify what 
went well; aim for a dialogue.

 Demonstrate active listening.

 Balance negative and positive comments. Begin by thanking the learner 
for the work; start and end on a positive note.

 Relate your feedback to the criteria set.

 Give only two or three main points of advice; learners can soon reach 
information overload.

 Distinguish between different skills, for instance the learner may have lots 
of good ideas, but poor organisation.

 Offer help and make further suggestions. Concentrate on how the learner 
can improve in the future.

 Summarise and agree an action plan.

If your feedback is written:

 Try to do more than give ticks; comments are more motivating.

 Avoid putting crosses and using too much red pen.

 Explain to learners what they have to do to improve.

 Make your writing legible.


